
P 318 Rais Bargach [OPV-64 Class] - 1996 5x

Morocco

Type: PB - Patrol Boat

Max Speed: 25 kt

Commissioned: 1996

Length: 64.0 m

Beam: 11.42 m

Draft: 3.0 m

Crew: 46

Displacement: 580 t

Displacement Full: 650 t

Propulsion: 2x Wartsila Nohab 16V25 Diesels

Sensors / EW:
 - Bridgemaster ARPA -  Radar, Radar, Surface Search & Navigation, Max range: 46.3 km
 - Bridgemaster [I-Band] -  Radar, Radar, Surface Search & Navigation, Max range: 46.3 km

Weapons / Loadouts:
 - 14.5mm MG Burst [20 rnds] - (Facility/Ship, No Anti-Air Capability) Gun. Surface Max: 1.9 km. Land Max: 1.9 km. 
 - 20mm GAM-BO1 Oerlikon Burst [20 rnds] -  Gun. Air Max: 1.5 km. Surface Max: 1.9 km. Land Max: 1.9 km. 

This class is an adaptation of Leroux & Letz’s privately-designed OPV-64 concept. They were ordered in late 1993 and
built by LNI Lorient in France. They are of alloy construction with eight internal WT compartments. They are good
seakeepers, with a wide beam and a flume-tank stabilization system. A secondary propulsion system is fitted (separate
from the main engines), it is used for fuel-economic loitering or as a backup if the engines are damaged. The main
mission is surveillance of Morocco’s EEZ in the Atlantic ocean, with secondary roles of SAR and anti-smuggling patrols
along the coast of Moroccan-controlled Western Sahara.
Due to budgetary constraints the final fit of these ships was much less than Morocco originally envisioned. The hulls
were intended to accept an OTO-Melara 76mm gun and could even be fitted with anti-ship missiles, however no funding
was available for these systems, and the vessels were delivered originally only with two 20mm single guns. Later
funding was found to add the 40mm forward (replacing one of the 20mm’s) and two light AA guns of the Moroccan
army were fitted amidships just aft of the funnel. Some of the onboard equipment was recycled from decommissioned
warships. The ships are fitted with a firefighting monitor and equipment to contain small oil spills. There is a door in the
stern transom for launching and recovering RHIBs.
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